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Barge Gardens

Garden designers often talk about getting
‘movement’ into their creations but on the
floating gardens at Downings Roads Moorings
the movement is for real, generated by the
twice-daily ebb and flow of the Thames and
the swell of passing river traffic. For those
used to terrestrial gardens the gentle sway can
be disconcerting and visitors are advised to
wear suitable footwear, and to exercise care,
when aboard.
The oldest surviving commercial river moorings
in London (dating from at least the first half of the
19th century), the Downings Road Moorings are
home today to some 30 river vessels converted to
residential or mixed use. Some berth holders tend
small gardens on their own boats but the barge
gardens themselves are the main attraction, and
are constructed on seven Thames lighters (flatbottomed vessels used for unloading larger vessels).
Connected by ingeniously designed bridges, the
garden barges are not just a decorative after-thought:
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they act as walkways to the individual houseboats as
well as accommodating studio apartments.
Architect Nick Lacey is the man behind the
Moorings’ evolution into a floating garden square
(and indeed the gardens do take part in the Open
Garden Squares weekend as well as opening for the
NGS). The owner of the moorings, Nick was inspired
back in the 80s by seeing a profusion of self-seeded
plants growing in a silt-filled lighter and the idea of
the barge garden was born. Construction is simple:
the lighters are decked over with a steel deck which
produces a planting ‘tray’ about a spit (roughly
25cms) deep; the studio quarters are housed on the
lower deck.
Off-shore gardening presents unique challenges and
simply getting the soil (a rich 50/50 mix of top-soil
and farmyard manure) onto the barges was a major
operation involving a crane and a lot of spadework.
Although the river enjoys a mild microclimate,
its desiccating winds make watering a constant
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‘‘

Nick was inspired
back in the 80s by
seeing a profusion of
self-seeded plants
growing in a silt-filled
lighter and the idea
of the barge garden
was born”

concern; drought-friendly plants are helpful but
nonetheless in dry weather the gardens need
watering every other day. During hosepipe bans
the gardens are sustained with water pumped
from the river which being silty and full of nutrients,
the plants relish.
The barges are planted for year-round interest,
with an eclectic mix of trees and shrubs, softened
by informal groupings of perennials and selfseeded annuals such as poppies. Trees such as
the golden leaved Robinia frisia do surprisingly
well here, obligingly miniaturising themselves to
adapt to the shallow planting depth, and fruit trees
such as medlar, apple and plum also thrive. Soil
fertility is kept high by regular compost mulches
and the odd seaweed dressing.
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Attracting a bohemian community of human
residents, the barges also appeal to London’s
wildlife, with ducks, coots, moorhens and geese
also making their homes here. Nick is keen to
get some bee hives on to the moorings but in the
meantime wildlife friendly plants such as nepeta
and buddleia keep visiting bees and butterflies
in nectar. For their creator, the appeal of the
barge gardens lies in their fundamental difference
from buildings - for architect Nick, ‘what is so
wonderful about a garden is that it’s organic,
it develops, it grows, it changes in a way that
buildings find more difficult!”
Downings Roads Moorings
31 Mill Street, SE1 2AX
www.ngs.org.uk
www.opensquares.org
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Bonnington Square

Bonnington Square
Pleasure Garden
Named with a nod to the Vauxhall Pleasure Garden
of old, this resident run garden square may not have
all the diversions offered by its famous forebear
but what it lacks in orchestral performances,
balloon flights, acrobats and masked balls it makes
up in community spirit and charm. The site was
developed in its current form in the mid 1990s,
when residents successfully lobbied the council
to save and redevelop the garden (at that point a
derelict children’s playground) for local people.
Designed by ‘committee’, Bonnington Square’s
enclave of artistically inclined residents fortunately
included garden designers Dan Pearson and James
Frazer, who between them devised a luxuriant
planting scheme, combining semi-tropical and
Mediterranean plants with English natives.
The semi-tropical feel of the garden remains
today, with lofty palms, Zealand flax, bananas,
bamboos and mahonia providing the garden with
its architecture and foliage. A small lawned area
basks in the garden’s sunlit centre, with benches
for relaxing on, a picnic table and a children’s play
area among the amenities. Roped border edges
and the odd anchor lying around add a faintly
nautical feel to proceedings, while a giant iron slip
wheel salvaged from a local marble works makes a
dramatic sculptural contribution against the far wall.
Such is the garden’s exuberance that it has spilled
out onto the Square’s surrounding pavements,
which have been planted with trees, shrubs and
climbers as part of the Bonnington Square Garden
Association’s ongoing Paradise Project.
A ‘secret’ passage connects Bonnington Square
with:
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Harleyford Road Community Garden
Begun in the 1980’s, this community garden developed more
organically than its neighbour, with no overriding design. As a
result it has a junglier, more freewheeling feel than the orderly
Bonnington Square, with winding mosaic pathways leading
to several distinct areas, including a recently installed pond,
children’s play area, herb and vegetable beds, and a wildlife
area (those nettles are there for a reason). Its 1.5 acres are
gardened organically by regular volunteers, with the more
experienced helping the less so, and its plants include wellestablished roses as well as more exotic specimens.
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“ A ‘secret’ passage connects
Bonnington Square with...
Harleyford Road Community Garden”
London Garden Book A-Z
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Chelsea Flower Show

For some it’s the first cuckoo, for others it’s
the evenings drawing out but for many the real
harbinger of summer is the Chelsea Flower
Show.
Every May this well-heeled corner of London
goes gardening mad as the RHS’s premier show
takes over the grounds of the Royal Hospital,
transforming them beyond recognition with
stunning ‘instant’ gardens, floral marquees and
retail opportunities by the barrowload. Even the
shops on Sloane Street and the King’s Road get
into the spirit of things with extravagant floral
themed store fronts.
The show gardens and the famous floral pavilion
are the big crowd pleasers here, showcasing the
skills of designers and plantspeople from Britain
and around the world. The horticultural equivalent
of an haute couture catwalk, Chelsea is the
place to spot the hottest trends, from eco-chic
to vertical planting, before they filter down to the
mass market.
The show gardens are divided into three
categories, starting with the imaginatively named
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Show Gardens at the top of the spectrum. The
work of some of the biggest names in international
garden design, these mega-bucks fantasy
gardens spring up as if from nowhere, belying
months, if not years, of preparation. Incredibly,
most of them look as if they’ve been in-situ
forever. On a less grandiose scale, the Urban
Gardens present designs for small urban spaces,
including front gardens. With the emphasis on
innovation and modernity, these gardens are often
hugely imaginative and great fun – even if some
of the wackier ideas may not take root in your
own patch. Expect cutting edge materials and
plenty of emphasis on the garden as a setting for
relaxing and entertaining. Set against the wooded
backdrop of Ranelagh Gardens, the Courtyard
Gardens category is altogether more rural in feel,
and the small scale gardens here are often created
by up and coming designers. For many visitors,
the cosy Courtyard Gardens are the easiest to
relate to in terms of one’s own space, with readily
transferable ideas and design solutions. Whatever
the category of show garden, the free planting
plans that are dished out at every turn are worth
picking up for their take home design ideas and
plant lists. And for those whose idea of gardening
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Chelsea Physic Garden

London’s historic gardens don’t come more
venerable than this, the Chelsea Physic Garden.
Occupying a 3.8 acre site of prime Chelsea
riverside, the CPG has been cultivating plants here
since its foundation in 1673, when the Society of
Apothecaries needed somewhere handy to park
their state barge and a place where they could grow
and study medicinal plants. Today, this jewel of a
botanic garden remains a centre for horticultural
research and conservation as well as a living
showcase of the amazing medicinal resource that is
the plant world. It’s a great place to unwind too – a
gentle stroll around its tranquil paths and themed
planted areas makes the perfect counterpoint to a
hectic shopping spree on the King’s Road.
With over 300 years of experience behind them, the
CPG effortlessly combines beauty with educational
purpose. The Garden of World Medicine is an
ethnobotanic display of medicinal plants used by
different cultures, from the Cordyline australis of the
Maoris and the Ocimum tenuiflorum of the Ayurvedic
tradition to the Gingko biloba of traditional Chinese
medicine. In contrast to these beds (where not
all the plants here have been scientifically proven),
the nearby Pharmaceutical Beds are filled with
plants of proven value in current medicinal practice.
Arranged by branch of medicine, they reveal how
reliant we are on seemingly everyday plants such as
yew and barley in disciplines as diverse as oncology
and anaesthesia. If only there were a remedy for
mankind’s tendency to exploit to extinction – the
CPG conserves medicinal plants such as blue
cohosh and bloodroot that are now endangered
thanks to over-enthusiastic harvesting. On a more
fragrant note, the Perfumery and Aromatherapy
Borders are filled with plants used in the perfumery
industry, including the gorgeously scented
Pelargonium odoratissimum (Geranium), and Rosa
centifolia, the source of attar of roses.
The presence of systematic order beds reminds us
that the CPG is a proper botanic garden; divided
between monocotyledons and dicotyledons these
beds are designed to show the botanical relationship
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of plants. It is fascinating to find out where plants
originate – Alchemilla speciosa from the Caucasus,
Camassia quamash from western North America.
To the south of the garden Fortune’s Tank Pond is a
focus for the CPG’s teeming wildlife – waterboatmen,
damselflies, newts and leeches. During the summer
it is surrounded by a mini wildflower meadow of
British native species such as Centaurea cyanus
(cornflower) – and a popular port of call with the
Garden’s bee population, whose hives can be seen
in the Mediterranean woodland area and whose
honey can be purchased in the shop.
Over on the western side of the garden, the
Historical Walk tells the story of the CPG through the
plants introduced by some of its key players. This
amounts to a roll call of some of the biggest names
in gardening history, including explorer and naturalist
Sir Joseph Banks, William Forsyth (who gave his
name to Forsythia) and the 19th century plant hunter
Robert Fortune, who introduced tea production to
India from China. A statue of another major figure
in the CPG is given pride of place slap bang in the
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City Gardens

There’s more to the City than fat cat
bankers and shiny office blocks. Built up
as it is, the Square Mile is also home to
a quirky collection of gardens, planted
highways, churchyards and burial grounds.
Although most of the gardens themselves
are post WWII creations, history comes as
standard here in London’s most ancient
quarter with sites incorporating everything
from Roman remains to plague pits alongside
the latest cutting edge architecture.
Most of the City’s 200 open spaces are
managed by the Corporation of London, with
biodiversity high on the agenda. Wildlife
friendly initiatives include insect hotels, bird and
bat boxes, green roofs, nectar rich planting,
and the use of pheromone traps instead of
chemical pesticides. The Corporation’s
Department of Open Spaces uses peat-free
bedding medium in its planters, as well as
raising some 250,000 bedding plants in its
own nursery in West Ham Park – thus reducing
plant miles. It’s a strategy that seems to be
working – in recent years the City has become
a habitat for rare species such as the Peregrine
Falcon and is the stronghold of the UK’s Black
Redstart population. The Barbican Estate
is home to a healthy population of the once
common but now endangered house sparrow
while strategically placed log piles have been
created in gardens such as Finsbury Circus, in
the hope of enticing stag beetles into the City.
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City gardens flourish in the face of
considerable adversity. The air is polluted
and the soil is poor, compacted and of limited
depth – beneath its scanty surface runs a
Swiss cheese labyrinth of communications
cables, power lines, sewers, railway lines,
cellars and basements, not to mention burial
sites and archaeological remains. Although
there’s a toasty microclimate that favours
exotic species, some native plants resent the
generally dry conditions while the City’s tall
buildings create destructive wind tunnels and
vortexes. The relentless redevelopment of the
City (one third in the past 30 years) causes its
own problems too, particularly for trees, which
need time to mature and which are susceptible
to damage or removal by reckless contractors.
But its not all gloom and doom; over the past
30 years the number of green spaces in the
City has increased tenfold as all new building
developments have to show an environmental
gain. It also helps that the City’s open
spaces are protected by their own Acts of
Parliament and that some £1.55 million a year
is lavished on their upkeep (although much
of this goes on staff wages for the team of 35
gardeners who look after the City gardens,
and budget cuts means this amount is likely
to decrease in the future). A walk around the
City quickly confirms that its well-used and
much loved gardens are as much a part of its
identity as chalk stripe suits, and telephone
number salaries.
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St Lawrence Jewry

An awkward corner site outside the Corporation
of London’s official church – a Wren creation but
extensively rebuilt following war damage - has
been ingeniously reinvisaged as a water garden.
The pond is planted with water lilies, irises and
bullrushes and is home to a large resident carp.
Blocks of evergreen hedging tactfully indicate the
garden’s street boundary.

St Mary Aldermanbury

A peaceful garden with three distinct areas, on
the site of the church and churchyard of the same
name. The Wren church, which replaced a 15th
century predecessor, was damaged in the Blitz
and subsequently relocated to Fulton, Missouri as
a memorial to Winston Churchill (being the town
where he made his famous ‘Iron Curtain’ speech).
In return for the church, Fulton gave the garden the
swamp cypress at the far end of the garden. If the
wind is not favourable, the presence of the police
horses that live in the building behind the tree may
be detected.
A palimpest of the medieval church remains within
the garden, and the lawn is studded with the
footings of the columns that once marched up the
nave. The church has no shortage of historical
associations – infamous Judge Jefferies was
buried here, and it was in this parish that John
Hemynge and Henry Condell, Shakespeare’s first
publishers, worshipped. A memorial, topped by a
bronze bust of the Bard, reminds us of the debt we
owe these ‘heroes of the First Folio’. This stands
as the centerpiece of a raised paved seating area,
with drought tolerant planting, in what was once
the churchyard. A pretty knot garden completes
the trio of gardens.
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St Lawrence Jewry

Brewers’ Hall Garden

Just off Aldermanbury Square, this streetside garden consists of three brick built raised
beds, planted with unfussy, resilient perennials
like ladies’ mantle, bergenia and periwinkle
and evergreen shrubs such as sarcococca. A
statue by Karin Jonzen depicting a gardener at
work illustrates why bad backs and knees are a
common complaint among horticulturalists.
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Inner Temple Garden

London’s legal heartland might not be the most
obvious location for horticultural thrills, but
it is that very unexpectedness which makes
Inner Temple Garden all the more delicious.
Its 3-acre site, overlooking the Thames, could hardly
be more historic, having been in cultivation since at
least the start of the 14th century and with its first
recorded Head Gardener having been appointed
as far back as 1546. Over the centuries the garden
has taken many forms, from productive medieval
orchard to Tudor ‘knott’ garden to formal parterre,
and has weathered the great storm of 1703, the 1987
hurricane, the ‘little Ice Age’, the embankment of the
Thames and the Blitz. The current garden consists
in essence of an unfussy sweep of lawn studded with
specimen trees, and a double avenue of 19th century
plane trees running parallel with the river along the
‘Broad Walk’ of the garden’s southern boundary.
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Glorious as its historic ‘bones’ are, it is the garden’s
magnificent mixed borders that are attracting
attention today. The High Border, which flanks
the elegant iron railings to the north of the garden,
has been transformed by Head Gardener Andrea
Brunsendorf into a flamboyant mixed border using
shrubs, perennials, annuals, climbers and bulbs
to create year round interest. At its radiant climax
in late summer, the border pulsates with strong,
contrasting colours that are able to stand up to
the uncompromising red brick backdrop of Crown
Office Row. Bold planting combinations here
might include Dahlia ‘Bishop of Landalff’, Helenium
‘Wesergold’, Aster frikartii ‘Moench’, with fiery
highlights of Tithonia Torch’, woven through with
clumps of Calamagrostis ‘Overdam’ (variegated reed
grass). The lofty blue spires of Echium fastuosum
are a magnet for bees as well as providing emphatic
punctuation in the border, while the Dahlia imperalis
(tree dahlia) is Andrea’s pride and joy, and quite
possibly the only outdoor flowering specimen in
the country. Preparation for the next year’s High
Border display starts even as the herbaceous plants
are being cut down in the autumn, with Andrea’s
meticulous planning and artistry going to ensure
a seamless succession of colour and interest,
with spring bulbs yielding to tulips and alliums
underplanted with aquilegias, followed by tender
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bedding. Self-sown poppies, Verbena bonariensis
and Scotch thistles (Onopordum acanthium) grow
where they will, ensuring things don’t look too
regimented. In winter stately grasses, cardoons and
pretty early flowering Rosa banksiae lend seasonal
elegance to the border.
The Mediterranean beds on either side of the
steps that unfold down to the lawn from the High
Border have also been spiced up. In June they
are in full swing, their predominantly silvery grey
palette studded by strategic dabs of colour. The
scope of the planting here in fact extends well
beyond the actual Med, with tender exotics like
Salvia confertiflora from Brazil, Leontis leonurus
from South Africa, Dasylirion quadrangulatum from
Mexico. Pink and white roses are the ostensible
mainstay of the War of the Roses Border (according
to Shakespeare, the outbreak of the hostilities took
place in ‘Temple Garden’). In spring however it is
massed ranks of tulips that make a pre-emptive bid
for glory in this bed, presenting a different colour
scheme every year. And when the tulips fade, their
ranks are replaced with a vibrant carpet of annual
bedding beneath the warring roses.
Tucked away on the other side of Paper Buildings,
the apsidal-ended Peony Garden is a tranquil space,
slightly separate from the rest of the garden. Here
the colour scheme is pastel hued, with a ghostly
Wisteria sinensis twining around the railings and
blowsy herbaceous and tree peonies putting on
a romantic but poignantly brief display in early
summer. Seasonally changing displays of pots
brighten the steps of Kings Bench Walk and the
circular pond, the latter providing a shady spot to
show off aquatic and marginal plants like gunneras,
irises, papyrus sedge and the carnivorous Thalia
delbata. It is here also that Andrea is able to indulge
in her unexpected newfound passion for begonias,
developing an extensive collection of specimens
such as Begonia luxurians (the palm leaf begonia).
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Since her appointment in 2007 – and she is the
first woman to hold the post of Head Gardener at
Inner Temple - Andrea has set about reinvigorating
the ‘Great Garden’ with some élan. As well as
revamping the borders, and steering the garden

away from any municipal tendencies, one of
her priorities has been to improve the organic
content of the garden’s free-draining alluvial
soil. To this end, 40 or so tons of horse manure
are imported each winter - no easy task given
the twin challenges of the congestion charge and
the slender dimensions of the service entrance.
The garden has too many high-maintenance and
mildrew prone roses to be completely organic but
it is managed sustainably - in-house propagation
of annual bedding means a reduction in ‘plant
miles’, and a wildlife friendly native hedge has
been planted by the work area. Andrea’s
permanent staff of two and team of enthusiastic
volunteers are supplemented by Boris the spaniel
and Hunter the cat, both of whom provide
chemical-free pest control.
Another innovation has been a mass planting
of 14,000 Liriope muscari bulbs, for naturalistic
spring colour along the Broad Walk – these pretty
‘turf lilies’ tolerate the dry shade beneath the plane
trees. Future challenges include the creation of a
woodland garden underneath the walnut tree, and
Andrea has also got her sights set on revamping
the King’s Bench Walk border, possibly as a
proper English herbaceous border.
In the 19th century, under dynamic Head Gardener
Samuel Broome, the garden became a venue
for a series of ground-breaking chrysanthemum
shows, as well as being used by the RHS for its
Spring Shows until 1911, when the event located
to its current site in Chelsea. Appropriately, under
Andrea’s energetic stewardship this connection
with the RHS has been revived with a September
Floral Celebration being held in the Great Garden
in 2008. Day to day the garden is a private haven
enjoyed by the students, barristers and benchers
of the Inner Temple but it is normally open to the
public every weekday between 12.30-3pm. In
addition, the garden opens for the NGS scheme
and Open Squares weekend, as well as hosting a
highly popular rare plant fare.
Inner Temple Garden
Inner Temple EC4Y 7HL
www.innertemple.org.uk
Temple & Blackfriars LU
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Ockendon Road Tree Gardens

Keeping the project as sustainable as possible,
the ‘tree-pitters’ preferred planting medium is a
home-produced soil-compost mix, with plants being
funded by Ockie Road residents (and subsidised by
the gardens’ prize winnings).
The four prime movers behind the tree gardens are
Aida Trabucco and Julie Davies, Tessa and Tony
Campbell, with ad hoc assistance from others in
the road. Each garden they create is different - by
design and by necessity, as the road’s east-west
orientation produces one sunny and one shady side.
Amazingly in this era of health and safety gone mad,
the gardeners have the support of Islington Council,
who have even allowed them to extend some of the
smaller tree pits. The council retain responsibility for
the street’s trees, the majority of which are elderly crab
apples, although these are gradually being replaced
with a more diverse selection, including gingko,
liquidamber, maple, cut leaf alder, and a tulip tree.
The tree gardeners’ year starts in May with a buying
spree and intensive planting activity; July is the
focus of their endeavours as this is when Islington
in Bloom is judged and in October the gardens
are tidied and bulbs put in for the spring. With the
street trees acting as giant umbrellas deflecting
rainfall from the gardens below, watering keeps
the four main gardeners busy up to every other
day during hot spells - an intensive job involving
buckets and external taps made available by
residents along the street.

Lovingly created and tended by residents, the
Ockendon Road tree gardens have become
something of an Islington landmark. As a certain
guidebook might put it, they are ‘worth the detour’
and taxi drivers and local walkers do exactly that
to admire these charming mini gardens, flourishing
in the ‘pits’ of the trees that line the road. The
gardens’ modest proportions belie their clout, as
they are regular ‘Islington in Bloom’ prize winners
and their kerb appeal has even been known to
sway prospective house buyers.
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Inspired by similar gardens in Holland, the first
Ockendon Road tree garden was planted in 1993;
by 2004 nearly all 35 tree pits had been similarly
transformed, thanks to the hard work of newly
retired Ockie Road residents, Tony Campbell and
Julie Davies who decided to extend the concept
to the whole street. Salvaged Victorian edging
tiles were used to define the new beds and create
a better planting depth, with a wooden alternative
devised by Tony’s wife Tessa being used where
traditional edging wasn’t possible.

Tony, Tessa, Aida and Julie are always striving
for variety and colour, and their tree gardens
can feature anything from rambling nasturtiums
and Californian poppies to hebes, dwarf gorse
and cottagey hollyhocks; one bed is devoted to
herbs. Aconite, vinca and cyclamen have proved
successful in the shady beds, while the tree
gardeners – ever keen to inject a bit of height into
their creations – also deploy an array of climbers
such as passion flower, honeysuckle, trumpet vine
and clematis, as well as an irrepressible perennial
sweet pea which fills the main trunk of one tree.
Shrubs and perennials are favoured, and feature

some unusual choices such as Oenothera and
Mimulus cardinalis; easy to pinch annuals are too
tempting for thieves; other problems are vandalism,
dogs, litter and basal growth from the trees.
By Tony and Tessa’s own admission between May
and August their own garden might take a back seat
while they concentrate on the tree gardens. But
despite the work involved, the rewards are great,
the tree gardens have injected real personality to the
streetscape whilst creating an informal focal point
for the community. Keen to promote the concept,
Tony and Julie happily offer advice for would be treepitters, from plant choices to hard-won practical tips
on materials, planting techniques and aftercare.
Ockendon Road,
Islington, N1
www.orra.org.uk
www.islington.gov.uk/Environment/parks/getting_involved/treepits.asp
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Seeds of Italy

If you enjoy eating Italian food, why not grow
the ingredients yourself? This is the proposition
that north London based Seeds of Italy sets out
to answer. Founder Paolo Arrigo is passionate
about growing and cooking fresh regional Italian
vegetables and he’s keen to convert us Brits to
the cause. For some he’s pushing against an
open door but, skeptics take note, his proposition
is not as outlandish as it might sound. With the
Alps, Dolomites and Apennine mountains within
its borders, Italy has a climate that is more Alpine
than Mediterranean and consequently many of
its vegetable varieties are easily hardy enough to
withstand the British weather (whatever that is
these days). The Seeds of Italy catalogue is filled
with cold-loving veggies like Radicchio Orchidea
Rossa, Alpine Fennel Montebianco, Savoy Cabbage
of Mantova, and Snow Pea Taccola Gigante, all of
which thrive on these chilly shores.
Seeds of Italy import from Franchi Seeds, 7th
generation seedsmen based in Bergamo. Using
a traditional ‘commissioning’ system, Franchi
(pronounced to rhyme with ‘chianti’) sources
over 90% of its seeds from local growers in Italy,
rigourously maintaining regional provenance and
quality - if the seeds aren’t up to scratch, the whole
crop is destroyed. It’s a traditional approach that has

With the trend for grow your own, business is brisk,
selling not just seeds but their logical extension specialist Italian preserving equipment to convert
gluts into long-lasting supplies for the larder.
Reinforcing the link between growing, cooking and
eating, Paolo’s cookbook From Seed to Plate shows
not just how to cook Italian produce but how to
grow it too. Italians, Paolo notes, are ‘just so’ about
their food, and this means particular dishes demand
exactly the right ingredients: San Marzano tomatoes
for passata, Borlotti ‘Lamon’ for the Venetian
speciality ‘Pasta e Fagioli’, Tonda courgettes from
Piacenza for stuffing with the cheese and ham of
that region. Even herb varieties know their place
in Italian cuisine, with no self-respecting cook using
Bolloso Napoletano basil to make pesto - for that
you would, of course, use Basilico Classico Italiano
from Genova, while the enormous leaves of its
Neapolitan cousin are far more suited to wrapping
buffalo mozzarella.
stood Franchi in good stead since 1783, fostering
long-standing relationships (some of their growers
have been with them for 3 generations) and making
their products a byword for reliability and authenticity.
Franchi produce dozens of regional varieties, such
as Cavolo Nero di Toscana, which, Paolo reveals,
actually sells better in the UK than in its native land.
Food is at the heart of everything that London-born,
Italian-bred Paolo does: the Seeds of Italy story
started in the family deli when customers kept asking
him to bring back seeds from Italy. Paolo thought
it would be fun to have a seed stand at the deli and
once he had found a partner in Franchi, the business
took off, selling to other delis before expanding to
include garden centres and mail order (Paolo makes
the interesting point that in Italy seeds are sold
where food is sold, not in garden centres). Twelve
years on and the Seeds of Italy catalogue offers rich
pickings, featuring staples like tomatoes, lettuce,
courgettes and pumpkins, as well as flowers and
green manures, Italian truffle trees, and fruit such
as grapevines and pomegranates. Fig-lovers will
be thrilled to discover that there are some delicious
Italian alternatives to the ubiquitous ‘Brown Turkey’
fig that they have been fobbed off with for years,
such as the purple-black Brogiotto from northern
Italy – perfect for serving with Parma ham.

So, with the pick of his warehouse at his disposal,
what does Paolo grow in his own garden? Like
any retailer he tends to use up unsellable stock broken seed packets and short date seeds and
so on - but his veg patch essentials include Pea
Piccolo Provenzale, Chicory Rossa di Treviso,
yellow French bean Meraviglia di Venezia and
Tomato Principe Borghese (traditionally used for
sun-drying and known as the ‘eternal tomato’ for its
storing qualities). Paolo shares his enthusiasm and
knowledge of cooking and growing Italian-style at
regular master class events and the Seeds of Italy
warehouse in Harrow holds several shopping open
days where gardeners can buy direct and get expert
advice at the same time. With row upon row of
tempting Franchi seed packets to choose from, it’s
the horticultural equivalent being let loose in a sweet
shop. Seedaholics, you have been warned …
Seeds of Italy
www.seedsofitaly.com
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Underground in Bloom

For an activity whose therapeutic benefits are
widely acclaimed, gardening can be a surprisingly
adversarial pastime. London’s gardeners are no
exception, with a long tradition of competitive
horticulture – from the ‘best bombsite garden’
competitions of the 1940’s to the annual interborough floral combat of London in Bloom. In recent
years London Underground has got in on the act,
with stations across the capital vying every summer
to see which one has the best hanging baskets, tubs
or cultivated garden. The outer stations, which tend
to have more available growing space, have been
active competitors from the off, but every year more
stations take part – even spatially challenged central
ones - with over 70 entrants entering the fray in 2011.
The gardens are tended by staff in their spare time
but some have more difficult terrain to nurture than
others – Hampstead is the capital’s deepest tube
station and therefore not the obvious location for a
vegetable patch but, as part of the Mayor’s Capital
Growth programme developed a well-stocked
‘behind the scenes’ veg garden that won first
prize in that category in 2011 (pipping Brent Cross
and Warwick Avenue to the post). Hampstead’s
street level garden picked up extra ‘green points’
for its wormery and eco-friendly approach; judges
also assess the positive impact of the gardens on
customers and staff. In the same year Bromley-by
Bow was deemed the station with the best hanging
baskets, while North Acton’s colourful bedding
displays picked up the prize for the best cultivated
garden. Prizes are awarded in September at City Hall.
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Wisley (RHS Garden)

Just 25 miles from central London, for out-oftown horticultural gratification, Wisley is hard
to beat. As its capacious car and coach parking
would suggest, the flagship garden of RHS is
something of a shrine, and it attracts nigh on a
million green-fingered pilgrims each year.
With 240 acres at its disposal, the garden is
enjoyably multi-faceted, allowing visitors to roam
around an alpine meadow one minute, and through
a tropical rainforest the next. For first timers a free
guided tour is a good way to get your bearings
and see features you perhaps wouldn’t otherwise
notice, such as the naturally grafted oak tree by
the ornamental entrance gates or the oldest tree in
the rock garden, a bonsai larch tree imported from
Japan in 1904.
Wisley’s legions of repeat visitors appreciate its
subtle seasonal variations and its inherently questing
approach to gardening – Wisley was gifted to the
RHS in 1903 as an experimental garden, a tradition
which continues to this day, with Wisley’s annual
trials of fruit, veg and flowers to determine which
varieties should receive the coveted Award of
Garden Merit. Even the rambling timber and brick
Tudor style ‘country pile’ overlooking the canal
and loggia is in fact a laboratory, teeming with soil
scientists, plant pathologists and botanists.
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While the RHS scientists, staff and students beaver
away, visitors can admire the fruit of their labour in
the immaculately tended garden – one of the joys
of Wisley is seeing things done properly, the ‘RHS
way’. In the fruit demonstration garden this means
a masterclass in precisely pruned and trained
apples and pears, while the ambitious new BowesLyon rose garden promises a sea of David Austin
roses, plus sarcococca, yew and magnolia for year
round interest. The Penelope Hobhouse designed
Country Garden is an essay in understated,
romantic English style while the 130m long mixed
borders unfold an epic sweep of plantmanship in
high summer. Reminding us that gardening is as
much about people as it is plants, ‘Bowles’ Corner’
commemorates the great horticulturist EA Bowles,
whose name also lives on in many popular garden
plants, and whose own garden at Myddelton House
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Winter at Kew

Kew’s historic glasshouses are the obvious
destination on a cold, wet winter’s day, a low
carbon way to experience exotic flora without
cashing in your Oyster card for a plane ticket.
Rising up out of the earth like an enormous glass
submarine, the Palm House is probably Kew’s most
iconic building. It was built in the mid 1840s to a
design by Decimus Burton, to house the palms
collected by Victorian plant hunters; today it’s home
to Encephalartos altensteinii , a venerable palm
which has lived through Kew’s entire history as a
botanic garden, having been collected in Africa by
Kew’s first plant hunter Francis Masson in the early
1770s. Shy and retiring these plants ain’t – some
of the them, like the fishtail palm from Indonesia,
soar metres high up to the roof; carefully placed
signs remind visitors to ‘look up’ to admire the taller
specimens. Many specimens are reminders of our
indebtedness to the plant world – where would the
Bloody Mary be without the tamarind tree to provide
one of the ingredients in Worcester Sauce? Or, more
seriously, leukaemia sufferers without the beneficial
alkaloids found in the sap of the Madagascar
periwinkle.
With a cosy minimum year round temperature of
18°C , the Temperate House is a perfect winter
destination for non-hardy human visitors. This
mighty glass cathedral measures 4,880 metres
square, making it the largest surviving Victorian
glasshouse in the world - twice the size of its older
sibling, the Palm House. Behind its glass walls lies
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a lush, jungly world of tender plants from the world’s
mountains, oceanic islands and savannahs. The
geographical planting scheme leads the visitor
across continents to encounter plants such as
Dicksonia antarctica (Australia), the multi-talented
date palm (Europe), Tetrapanax papyfer, the plant
used to make edible rice paper (Asia) and live-saving
plants such as anti-malarial quinine (America) and
the so-called ‘cancer bush’ ( South Africa). And if
the medicines don’t work, there’s always Tawainia
cryptomerioides - the coffin tree (Tawain). This is
also the place to discover the disconcerting fact
that, like money, bananas don’t grow on trees –
bananas being herbaceous plants. Following a
top-to-toe refurb in the 1980s growing conditions
in the Temperate House are now so optimum that
many residents have flowered, some, like the Protea
cynaroides (king protea), for the first time since the
19th century.
It’s one thing to admire exotic plants in the climate
controlled comfort of a glasshouse, quite another to
study them in their, often unforgiving, native habitats.
Marianne North, an indefatigable Victorian traveller
was one such pioneer. At the age of 41 – and
without any formal artistic training - she embarked
on a 13-year painting odyssey, travelling the world
with the aim of painting plants in their own habitats.
An accomplished and prolific artist, by the end of
her travels , Marianne had depicted over 900 plant
species in 833 paintings, creating a unique record of
a world that was disappearing even as she painted
it. She donated her paintings to Kew, together with a
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The Pie and
mash garden

G

ood fences may make good neighbours
but effective boundaries are an equally
important consideration in the small
garden. Nina Pope’s courtyard garden is
blessed with a set of characterful old walls, a
feature which Nina, an artist and co-designer of
What will the Harvest Be? (see p.89) - has made
the most of, with upwardly mobile wall-trained
fruit trees, climbing roses, and passionflower
shown off against the mellow brick.

“No space is too small
– you can do something
really nice even with a
tiny space.”

The garden is unusual, having been created in
what was once the hard-working, fridge-filled
back yard of a pie and mash shop in Hackney.
With time and space at a premium for Nina,
Andrew Dumbleton re-designed the courtyard
with low maintenance in mind and with outdoor
sitting and eating a priority.
Even within a small area growing conditions can
vary enormously so containerized plants such
as herbs are moved around the courtyard until
they find their ‘place’. An advocate of growing
from seed, Nina has even successfully raised
the notoriously tricky Meconopsis (Himalayan
blue poppy) and notes that if you grow from
seed and the plant dies you tend to set a sense
of what’s gone wrong, which is not so easy
with bought plants. The courtyard’s sheltered
climate makes it an ideal nursery, although
plants tend to get leggy as they reach for the
sky. Nina’s penchant for dark and silver leaved
foliage plants is not always compatible with a
garden that is shaded for most of the day but
ferns (‘they always look so fresh’), box topiary,
black elder, brunnera and heuchera all fit the bill
nicely and are thriving.
www.somewhere.org.uk
www.andrewsgardendesign.com
www.chilternseeds.co.uk
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Garden Events in London

Garden Centres
North

Jan
London’s Charity Potato Fair & Seed Exchange
www.potatofair.og

July
RHS Hampton Court Flower Show

Feb
RHS Orchid Show & RHS Botanical Art Show

Aug
Kew Summer Show

March
RHS London Greener Gardening Show

Sept
The Spitalfields Show & Green Fair
Spitalfields City Farm

April
Spring Gardening Show, Capel Manor
May
RHS Chelsea Flower Show
June
London Open Garden Squares Weekend
www.opensquares.org
www.londongardenstrust.org

City Harvest Festival
Capel Manor
Oct
RHS London Autumn Harvest Show

Highgate Garden Centre
Highgate High Street,
1 Townsend Yard, N6 5JF
www.capitalgardens.co.uk
Tel: 020 8340 1041
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North One Garden Centre
The Old Button Factory,
25 Englefield Road, N1 4EU
www.n1gc.co.uk
Tel: 020 7923 3553

Camden Garden Centre
2 Barker Drive,
St Pancras Way, NW1 0JW
www.camdengardencentre.co.uk
Tel: 020 7387 7080

Sunshine Garden Centre
Durnsford Road, Bounds Green, N11 2EL
www.sunshinegardencentre.co.uk
Tel: 020 8889 4224

Boma Garden Centre
52-53 Islip Street, NW5 2DL
www.bomagradencentre.co.uk
Tel: 020 7284 4999

Alexandra Palace Garden Centre
Alexandra Palace Way, N22 4BB
www.capitalgardens.co.uk
Tel: 020 8444 2555

Open Garden Squares Weekend
is a celebration of London's open
spaces. One weekend ticket
provides access to numerous
gardens and squares in London
not usually open to the public.
Parks and gardens put on special
events, such as jazz bands,
all contributing to that festive
atmosphere. One ticket allows
entry to all gardens over the
entire weekend! See our wesbite
for more information:
Chelsea Flower Show

Mill Lane Garden Centre
The Open Space, 160 Mill Lane, NW6 1TF
www.thecamdensociety.co.uk
Tel: 020 7431 1160

www.opensquares.org

